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crowds can decipher bad hand writing... eg in a college essay

this was very early work in crowd sourcing...
he is reviewing hx of the field...

1760  Neil Maskelyne  he used  postal service...

work distributed via mail  to do
navigation charts  in britain...


Charles Babbage:  early almanac work  (in addition to his famous computer)
he looks a lot like edison...


2 people doing the same task in the same way will make the same errors...

WPA  in 1938
creating math tables to do ballistics
employed 450  human computers

(similar to Maskelyne's  navig  charts)


this was the origin of the term computer
they were calculating tables of math functions...


now more recently  doing  iterative algorithms  HCOMP 2009  to do
deciphering of  essay

working on incentives and learning


AI for  HCOMP  etc...

what is the future of crowd work?  key topic for today


what would it take for us to be PROUD if our kids grew up  to be crowd workers?

(not like mech turk now... brain dead stuff)

crowd work..  tasks completed online by a
 distributed, elastic workforce in exchange for pay...


blinder 2006
estimated future volume
454 billion dollars per year


91 B hours per year
and 45 million full-time workers

Terry W asks about O-Desk?

(future tasks might take a week)

comment:  is this like micro-free-lancing?   yes...

do their own contract work;


Terry W:  the new piece is disassembling  the job into  tiny pieces and farming them out;

current standard is Amazon Mech Turk.. small, simple tasks
image labeling, speech tagging...


he shows kid in a sweat shop...  leads to  low-cost results and exploitative labor

could a crowd compose a symphony?... prob NO...

required expertise;  interdependendcies...


distributed organizations  and distrib computing...

decompose a task....

eg google... split up crawling the web

executive workflow...

pipeline work  (in CS)  

future model of crowd work

motivation, reputation...

firs topic  CROWD WORKERS

credentials and education...

I graduated from Stanford  or  I work for google...


slide:  "I have 4.2 stars out of 5 as a composer"

he wants to improve on that... get more dimensions...

wants it to be diverse;

might be a filter  eg like GPA for grad school...

look at O-DESK.

REPUTATION:

goal is mechs as  straight forward as todays credentials...

could crowd work become a core part of education

eg  learning C

(to go from  "hello world"  to being an expert...

crowd work= EDUCATION  (great goal!)

crowd work:  HIERARCHY


goal;  crowd work being as well managed  by the best managers

Tim Cook got  378M dollars from Apple...

look at Wikipedia...


CrowdWeaver  Nikki Kittur...


he shows workflow  for making a tv show...v v complex...

shared design patterns...

eg  elements of reusable object-oriented software

erich gamma, rich helm   forward by grady booch...

goal:  crowd platforms  replace firms  !!!
transient corporations...

reliability of LT employment:  if u work this hard, we will guarantee this level of dollars.


he did a  CSCW paper... very long paper:

Q  abt  democracy...


Terry W:   problems of  setting a minimum wage  and of having all the profits flow to the employers
(the job requesters ) and not to the workers...

comment:  where are u gettin gur  health care  (from ur regular job)
and u do this instead of watching sports....

******
Next topic...


struggles when only a small group is qualified...

friendsourcing...

Collabio:  do a tag cloud for a person...


he shows his own tag cloud


viral sprad on facebook...

was there for 9 months:  30,000 tags on 3800 people


friendsourced content sharing  hapens all the time... friend sends u a pdf...


who cud be sharng more?

people who are espec social  and
people who survythe web a lot  they comb it a lot

what explains sharing interest?

SHARING:  i share a lot
SEEKING  i seek out stuff on web
Bridging social capital  i come into contact with new people all the time
bonding social captial...

sharers are really those who seek out large volumes of web content

(much more than having a few close friends)

look at their RSS feeders...


aim at the few people who are extremely active...


google reader...

share with friends using MIT's FeedMe...


how much are we sending them?
am i overwhelming their in-box...  so... now  vs later...


one-click thanks... low effort recipient feedback...

***************************
Last topic   DATA

crowd data:

crowd data for long-tail design...
bernstein, et al CHI 2012...

50% of queries  are  unique!! (the long tail!)
eg  what are molasses substitutes
what is the temper. of a dog...

popular queiers... SF weather, movies


snippets:  IRS milage
area code 407
ireland currency

tail answer pipeline

1) identify  answer candidates

2) filter out the candidates...


filter by navig behavior...


if u do only 1 click  to URL1  then u were happy with results

want to find things where people stop...

dissolvable stittes
how long do they last?
what are they made of?


better is  how long dissolvable stites last


try to extract the answer from the page...

show it to the crowd... whereis the anser on this page...


costs abt 44 cents to create each anser...


eval: answer quality...

green apple calories
inventor of first light bulb
how to mute audio on windows movie maker... etc


**************************
FRESH IDEAS


mining programs off the web...

massive participatory fiction wiritng...


peer office hours...  I'' show up but only  if 20 other people do it too.


he turns my question around...
how might the crowd enable you to finish your  grand work more rapidly

he gives example of a large beautiful church in barcelona... with people continuing to try to finish it...






